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RENEE LEWIS
All 18K yellow gold.
Emerald, sapphire, peridot and tourmaline waterfall earrings. 400099195678. $24,900.
Blue topaz earrings. 400099195662. $14,900.
Opal and carved moon face moonstone earrings. 400099195624. $22,900.

ON THE COVER: ANITA KO
All 18K white gold.

Pear diamond choker (5.28 tcw). 400099214551. $24,100.
Atlas marquis diamond choker (13.42 tcw). 400099214557. $55,600.

Hepburn diamond choker (5.46 tcw). 16” L. 400099214560. $22,050.

 sparkles

IRRESISTIBLE 

STARTS AT SAKS

FALL 2018

ALL THAT 



CARTIER
Panthère de Cartier Watch, medium 
model, 18K pink gold, pavé diamonds. 
400098129402. $105,000.

CARTIER
Panthère Lovée. High Jewelry watch, 

18K white gold, diamonds, black lacquer 
and emerald. 400098129411. $224,000.
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RAINBOW 
 j e w e l s

ZYDO 
Stretch Collection. All 18K gold.

At left:
Rose gold diamond bracelet (9.73 tcw). 

400097401701. $25,500.  
White gold diamond bracelet (10.35 tcw). 

400097399417. $25,500.  
Yellow gold diamond bracelet  (10.27 tcw). 

400097401404. $25,500.  
White gold diamond bracelet (10.35 tcw). 

400097399417. $25,500.  
Rose gold diamond bracelet (9.73 tcw). 

400097401701. $25,500.  

 At right:
Rose gold bracelet with ruby and diamond 

(0.77 tcw). 400097401922. $12,900.
Rose gold bracelet with pink sapphires and 

diamond (0.78 tcw). 400097401905. $12,500. 
Rose gold bracelet with orange sapphires and 
diamond (0.79 tcw). 400099178708. $12,500. 

Yellow gold bracelet with yellow sapphires and 
diamond (0.77 tcw). 40009917870. $12,500.

18K white gold bracelet with blue sapphires and 
diamonds (0.78 tcw). 400097407037. $12,500. 

Yellow gold diamond bracelet w(10.27 tcw). 
400097401404. $25,500.

MARCO BICEGO 
Africa earrings with mixed 

semi-precious gemstones in 
18K hand-engraved yellow 

gold. 400099205835.  
$2830.

ROBERT PROCOP
EXCLUSIVE. 18K yellow gold 
and platinum one-of-a-kind 
Masterpiece bracelet with 
multicolored sapphires, 

emerald, ruby and diamonds 
(11.30 tcw). 400099251633. 

$189,200.

SYDNEY EVAN
14K Rainbow Pavé 

Daisy Eternity Bracelet. 
400099214402. $7855..

DE GRISOGONO 
18K pink gold 

earrings with black 
rhodium and mixed 

sapphires, amethysts 
and tsavorites. 

400088095970. 
$83,100.

TOMASZ DONOCIK  
NEW AT SAKS.  

18K rose gold Electric 
Night Cocktail ring. 

400098804741.  
$4000.

Designers 
are embracing 

their inner Roy G. Biv 
this season as they create 

new and exquisite pieces in 
many hues. Colorful jewelry is no 
longer simply monochromatic—
all rubies or all emeralds—but 

all of  the gemstones woven 
together in eclectic new 
combinations of  sizes 

and shapes.

ON MODEL:
TEMPLE ST. CLAIR 18K gold 

multicolor Pinwheel Halo drop earrings. 
400098578300. $9950. 

SHAY 18K yellow gold rainbow 
gemstone baguette link choker 

with pavé diamonds (9 tcw). 
400099178563. $9660. Pavé 

halo rainbow gemstone necklace. 
400099178567. $15,120.  

POMELLATO 18K rose gold and 
color-change garnet Tango bracelet. 

400091913368. $29,300. 18K rose 
gold and blue sapphire Tango bracelet. 

400093512684. $36,600.
JARED LEHR 18K yellow gold ring 

with green tourmaline (24.05 tcw) and 
diamonds (1.95 tcw). 400099195783. 

$42,000. TOMASZ DONOCIK 18K rose 
gold Electric Night Blade Runner ring. 

400098804743. $6680. 
JARED LEHR 18K blackened gold ring with 

yellow sapphire (6.1 tcw) and diamonds 
(4.95 tcw). 400099195785. $45,700. 

GURHAN ALL EXCLUSIVE. 
One-of-a-kind 24K gold and oval faceted rhodolite 

ring. 400099222032. $1900. One-of-a-kind 24K gold 
and rectangular faceted Mexican opal ring with 22K gold 

shank. 400099222034. $1750.
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MARCO BICEGO
ALL EXCLUSIVE. All in 18K hand-engraved yellow 
gold. Necklace? XXXXXXXXXXXX. $XXXX. 
Band ring. XXXXXXXXXXXX. $XXXX. Ring with 
diamonds. XXXXXXXXXXXX. $XXXX. Bracelet 
with rolo chain. XXXXXXXXXX. $XXXX. Small 
link bracelet. XXXXXXXXXXXX. $XXXX. Medium 
link bracelet with diamonds. XXXXXXXXXXXX. 
$XXXX. Large link bracelet with diamonds. 
XXXXXXXXXXXX. $XXXX. Small link necklace. 
XXXXXXXXXXXX. $XXXX. Small link bracelet. 
XXXXXXXXXXXX. $XXXX. Medium link bracelet 
with diamonds XXXXXXXXX. $XXXX. Large link 
bracelet with diamonds. XXXXXXXXX. $XXXX. 
Small link necklace. XXXXXXXXXXXX. $XXXX.

CHANEL
Boy•Friend Skeleton Watch beige gold set 
with diamonds. 400098565509. $51,400.
Pink alligator strap. 400098518028. $400.
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TEMPLE ST. CLAIR
All 18K yellow gold. Classic Collection rings.
Clockwise from top:
Rubellite and diamond ring. 400099187626. $13,500.
Green tourmaline and diamond ring. 400099187673. $17,000.
Aquamarine and diamond ring. 400099187683. $15,000.
Fire opal and diamond ring. 400099187655. $8500.

CHOPARD 
L’heure du Diamant 
Lady’s Diamond Watch. 
400098866596. $94,200.
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DE GRISOGONO 
All 18K pink gold.
Millefoglie earrings with 
diamonds (12.40 tcw). 
400098515285. $73,700.
Millefoglie ring with 
diamond (5.25 tcw). 
400098515282. $25,500.
Millefoglie bracelet with 
diamonds (9.65 tcw). 
400098515287. $87,500.
Allegra watch with 
diamonds (14.3 tcw) and 
forest green galuchat 
strap. 400099195520. 
$83,500.

HERMÈS 
Limited Edition. Arceau 18K 
white gold and diamond  
(5.85 tcw) watch with 
red alligator strap, 41mm. 
400095505576. $78,800.
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OPAL 
  j e w e l s

From the time of  Ancient Greece 
(and possibly before), legends 
have endowed opals with mag-
ical powers. These mysterious 
gems, with their inner radiance 
and rainbow of  hues, are said to 
enhance creativity, embrace love 
and inspire happy dreams.

GURHAN 
ALL EXCLUSIVE.

One-of-a-kind 
24K gold and oval 

cabochon opal 
drop earrings. 

400099187742. 
$9995.

One-of-a-kind 24K 
gold, opal and 
white diamond 

six-strand 
beaded necklace. 

400099194759. 
$32,750.

1. CREVOSHAY NEW TO SAKS. 18K yellow 
gold cuff with sapphires and a Boulder Opal 

(30.50 tcw). XXXXXXXXXXXX. $92,070.  
2. CREVOSHAY NEW TO SAKS.  

18K white gold brooch with opal, lapis, sugilite, 
malachite, turquoise, amethyst and apatite. 

XXXXXXXXXXXX. $15,500. 
3. KATHERINE JETTER  NEW TO SAKS.  

18K white gold Orbit Ring with Lightning Ridge 
black opal, diamonds (1.35 tcw), blue and  

purple sapphires. 400099220746. $48,000. 
4. COOMI 20K yellow gold earrings with opal, 

emeralds, blue sapphires and diamonds 
(1.44 tcw). XXXXXXXXXXXX. $21,000. 

5. GURHAN EXCLUSIVE. 24K gold,  
oval cabochon opal and white diamond  

one-of-a-kind pendant necklace.  
400099222023. $25,950. 

6. TEMPLE ST. CLAIR 18K gold  
Nebula Halo Ring with Lightning Ridge 

black opal and blue sapphine.  
400098738470. $85,000. 

7. VICTOR VELYAN 18K and 
24K yellow gold bracelet with opals 
(3.67 tcw) and diamonds (2.21 tcw). 

XXXXXXXXXXXX. $36,300. 
8. HUEB  18K white gold and opal Luminus 
ring (2.63 tcw). XXXXXXXXXXXX. $23,670. 

9. VICTOR VELYAN 24K and 18K white gold 
earrings with opals and diamonds (3.73 tcw). 

400099195934. $59,400. 
10. RENEE LEWIS EXCLUSIVE. One-of-a-kind 

18K white gold, diamond, opal, aquamarine, 
moonstone and turquoise shake earrings. 

400099195855. $21,900. 
11. JARED LEHR 18K blackened gold ring with 

opal (8.5 tcw), spinel (3.66 tcw) and diamonds 
(1.06 tcw). 400099195783. $29,000.
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ZYDO 
18K white gold necklace 
with diamonds (18.93 tcw). 
400098762076. $60,400. 

MARLI NEW YORK 
18K white gold Cleo Color  
Slip-on Bangle in Lapis 
Lazuli and Blue Sapphire. 
400099134818. $6000.
18K rose gold Cleo Color 
Slip-on Bangle in Chalcedony 
and Violet Sapphire. 
400099134816. $6000.
18K white gold Cleo Diamond 
Slip-on Bangle with diamonds 
(1.90 tcw). 400095577904. 
$10,000. 
18K Rose Gold Cleo Color 
Slip-on Bangle in Milky 
Aquamarine and Blue 
Sapphire. 400099134814. 
$6000.

JARED LEHR
18K yellow gold bracelet with blue and green sapphires and yellow 
diamonds (15.07 tcw). 400099194656. $84,000. 18K yellow gold 
bracelet with multicolor sapphires and diamonds (0.79 tcw). 
400099194654. $63,400. 18K blackened gold ring with green 
tourmaline (12.75 tcw), emeralds, and yellow and white diamonds 
(4.81 tcw). 400099194651. $35,200. 18K blackened gold ring witih 
blue-green tourmaline (4.76 tcw) and cognac and white diamonds 
(3.62 tcw). 400099194649. $28,000.
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BVLGARI
Serpenti Tubolari Collection. 

All 18K white gold.
Pavé diamond earrings 

with emerald eyes. 
400098632994. $38,900.

Pavé diamond necklace. 
481798841172. $109,000.

Pavé diamond bracelet 
with emerald eyes. 

400098632992. $54,000.

BVLGARI
Lycea emerald and diamond watch. 
400098647452. $85,000.
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DAVID WEBB
Hammered 18K yellow gold Madison 
earrings with diamonds (6.04 tcw) set 
in platinum. 446808875509. $39,500.
18K yellow gold Juno link bracelet with 
diamonds (16.42 tcw) set in platinum. 
446808354516. $98,000. Hammered 
18K yellow gold necklace with jade, 
rubies and diamonds (6.14 tcw) set in 
platinum. 400099195546. $255,000.

POMELLATO 
All 18K rose gold.

EXCLUSIVE. Sabbia 
diamond chain necklace. 

XXXXXXXXXXXX. $69,600.
EXCLUSIVE. Iconica 

diamond bracelet.  
XXXXXXXXXXXX. $106,800.

EXCLLUSIVE. Iconica 
brown diamond bracelet. 
XXXXXXXXXX. $54,300.

Iconical diamond ring. 
XXXXXXXXXXXX. $22,000.
Iconica brown diamond ring. 

XXXXXXXXXXXX. $12,150.
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BLACK a n d 
   WHITE

ROBERTO COIN  
18K gold Sauvage 

Privé earrings with 
diamond (1.98 tcw) 

and black jade. 
400098058368. 

$15,000.

ETHO MARIA  
18K white gold 
earrings with 

diamonds (8.76 tcw) 
and black ceramic. 
400099196640. 

$49,000.

SYDNEY EVAN 
14K black gold pavé 

diamond link bracelet. 
400097808303.  

$18,000.

SYDNEY EVAN  
14K white gold pavé 
diamond link bracelet. 
400097808303. 
$12,800.

DAVID WEBB  
18K gold and platinum earrings with 
brilliant-cut diamonds (8.24 tcw) and 
black enamel. 400099196629. $68,000.

NIKOS 
KOULIS  

Oui Collection 
18K white 

gold earrings 
with white 

diamonds and 
black enamel. 

400099203040. 
$37,380.

ON MODEL: ETHO MARIA 18K white gold and black ceramic drop-down 
earrings. XXXXXXXXXXXX. $7900. DAVID WEBB Tuxedo Sautoir necklace 
with brilliant-cut diamonds (24.29 tcw), black enamel, 19K gold and platinum. 

400099196633. $255,000. 18K gold and platinum ring with baguette and 
brilliant-cut diamonds (2.63 tcw) and black enamel. 446893166315. $34,000. 

18K gold and platinum Ski Slope Ring with brilliant-cut diamonds (3.14 tcw) and 
black enamel. 400099196633. $255,000. DE GRISOGONO 21K white gold 

and white diamond (1.75 tcw) Allegra ring with black ceramic. 400094585777. 
$13,800. FRED LEIGHTON 18K white gold bangle with black jade and 

diamond (0.82 tcw). XXXXXXXXXXXX. $XXXX. 18K white gold bangle with 
diamond (0.98 tcw) and black jade. XXXXXXXXXXXX. $XXXX. 18K white gold 

bangle with diamond (1.15 tcw) and black jade. XXXXXXXXXXXX. $XXXX.

VHERNIER 
18K white gold Eclisse earclips 

with dark blue rhodium and 
white diamonds (7.42 tcw). 
400099194694. $54,750.

Necklace (no description provided). 
400099194683. $65,000.

Ring (no description provided). 
400099194681. $47,700.

N I G H T/ DAY.  S H A D OW/ L I G H T. 
M YS T E R I O U S /O BV I O U S .
O P P O S I T E S  AT T R AC T.
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PLEVÉ
Pirouette Collection.

18K yellow gold 
convertible drop 

earrings with diamonds 
(3.5 tcw). Earrings may 
be worn two different 

ways, as shown. 
400099195561. $11,880.

PLEVÉ
Pirouette Collection. 

18K yellow gold trifold 
convertible drop necklace 
with diamonds (4.0 tcw). 
Necklace may be worn 
three different ways. 

400099195563. $22,000.

NINI
All 18K white gold.

Earrings with blue sapphire 
and diamonds (2.32 tcw). 
400099195470. $44,140.

Double necklace with pear and 
emerald-cut diamonds (27.68 

tcw). 400099195474. $157,500.
Diamond necklace (15.69 tcw). 

400099195472. $110,000.
Cuff with blue sapphire 

and diamonds (4.69 tcw). 
XXXXXXXXXXXX. $73,000.

Ring with blue sapphire 
and diamonds (106 tcw). 

400098474980. $17, 500.
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DIAMONDS     
& GOLD

Gold: 
shiny or 

matte, it has 
been adored 

and formed into 
jewelry since before 

Rome ruled the civilized 
world. Today, jewelers are 

taking a very modern POV on 
the refined material. Masterfully 
mixed diamonds and gemstones 

now swerve on hoops and playfully 
adorn fingers, giving the age-old  

material a fresh spin for the 21st century.

LANA JEWELRY 
14K yellow gold 

75mm Flawless Gloss 
Hoops (4.51 tcw). 
400098805935. 

$16,400.

VHERNIER  
18K pink gold ring 

with diamonds 
(1.01 tcw). 

XXXXXXXXXXXX. 
$20,580.

ANITA KO
18K rose gold plain oval bracelet 
with step-cut kite diamond (1.14 

tcw). 400099214392. $35,650. 18K 
rose gold plain oval bracelet with 
emerald-cut blue sapphire (4.09 

tcw). 400099214375. $67,175. 

HUEB
All 18K yellow gold and diamond.
EXCLUSIVE. Stellar errings (2.42 tcw). 
400098795226. $8920.
EXCLUSIVE. Stellar Pendant (2.05 tcw). 
400099195620. $8130.
EXCLUSIVE. Stellar bracelet (4.28 tcw). 
400099195616. $22,710.
Luminus cocktail ring (3.99 tcw). 
400090571545. $16,250.

ETHO MARIA 
18K white gold 

diamond earrings 
(14.76 tcw). 

XXXXXXXXXXXX. 
$78,000.

ANITA KO
18K white gold 
infinity forever 
diamond ring 

(2.48 tcw). 
400099214363. 

$12,390.

ROBERTO COIN  
Cento Collection  

Necklace with Cento  
and emerald-cut  

diamonds (110.07 tcw).  
400099389432.  

$1.2M.

MARLI NEW YORK 
18K rose gold Rock 

multi-strand ring with 
diamonds (0.45 tcw). 

XXXXXXXXXXXX. $5,500.
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COOMI
20K yellow gold 

Sagrada cuff with 
carved emerald 
and diamonds 

(3.94 tcw). 
XXXXXXXXXXXX. 

$32,500.

COOMI
20K yellow gold 
Antiquity Glass 
earrings with 

emeralds, tanzanite, 
tsavorite and 

diamonds (0.68 tcw). 
XXXXXXXXXXXX. 

$9500.

COOMI
24K yellow 

gold Antiquity 
Glass necklace 
with diamonds 

(1.89 tcw). 
XXXXXXXXXXXX. 

$18,500.

ROBERTO COIN
Sauvage Privé Collection. All 18K gold. 

Rose gold earrings with diamonds 
(3.4 tcw). 400097327389. $17,000.
Rose gold diamond pavé necklace. 

400099196576. $17,500.
White gold and diamond pavé bangle. 

400095149019. $16,500.
Rose gold black jade and 

diamond pavé bangle (1.75 tcw). 
400095148849. $14,750.

Rose gold diamond pavé bangle 
(5.95 tcw). 40009514892. $28,500.
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DAVID YURMAN
All 18K yellow gold.
Stax bold chain-link hoop earrings with pavé 
white diamonds (1.15 tcw). 400099107818. $6800.
Stax bold chain-link bracelet with pavé white 
diamonds (1.26 tcw). 400099107673. $9500.
Châtelaine Collection. Ring with pavé white 
diamonds (1.20 tcw). 400099107703. $5600.

MESSIKA
All 18K rose gold. Move Collection.

Romane pavé earrings. XXXXXXXXXXXX. $8250.
10th Anniversary pendant. XXXXXXXXXXXX. $9780.

Romane pavé ring. XXXXXXXXXXXX. $7140.
Pei ring. XXXXXXXXXXXX. $7280. 

Pei cuff bracelet. XXXXXXXXXXXX. $24,800.
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PARULINA
The Hanging On Collection. All 18K gold.

From left:
Yellow gold Tiger pendant with a South Sea pearl and diamonds 

(0.36 tcw). XXXXXXXXXXXX. $15,800.
Rose gold Monkey pendant with a Tahitian pearl, rubies and 

diamonds (1.21 tcw). XXXXXXXXXXXX. $15,000.
White gold Elephant pendant with a South Sea pearl, blue 

sapphires and diamonds (2.74 tcw). XXXXXXXXXXXX. $19,500.
Yellow gold Octopus pendant with a golden South Sea pearl, 

sapphires and diamonds (2.00 tcw). XXXXXXXXXXX. $14,000.
White gold Snow Leopard pendant with a Tahitian pearl, emeralds 

and diamonds (1.41 tcw). XXXXXXXXXXXX. $17,800.

MIKIMOTO 
All 18K white gold.

16mm White South Sea baroque 
earrings with diamond (2.62 tcw). 

400099195283. $37,000.
15 mm White South Sea baroque 

pendant with diamond (1.47 tcw). 
20” L. 400099195415. $18,000.

15mmx22mm White South 
Sea baroque necklace. 26” L. 

400099195398. $25,000.

Hanging On
Fairy tales, royalty, nature and medieval 

architecture—these are the wildly unique 
influences that shape designer Paru 

kuki Seth. Inspired by a devotion to 
all living beings, her enchanting 

creatures are formed from 
gold and diamonds, each 
clinging to a large South 
Sea Pearl representing 
the earth. Mindful of  
these creatures’ real-
life environmental 
challenges, Seth 
incorporates reclaimed 
gold and conflict-free 
gemstones in each  
wsmall treasure.
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RENEE LEWIS
All 18K yellow gold.
Emerald, sapphire, peridot and tourmaline waterfall earrings. 400099195678. $24,900.
Blue topaz earrings. 400099195662. $14,900.
Opal and carved moon face moonstone earrings. 400099195624. $22,900.

ON THE COVER: ANITA KO
All 18K white gold.

Pear diamond choker (5.28 tcw). 400099214551. $24,100.
Atlas marquis diamond choker (13.42 tcw). 400099214557. $55,600.

Hepburn diamond choker (5.46 tcw). 16” L. 400099214560. $22,050.
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